If you’ve experienced sexual misconduct, you have the right to decide who to tell. If you know someone affected, you can help by sharing this information with them.

RESOURCES

University Assistance
University Police Department ........................................... 9-1-1 or 805-437-8444
Counseling & Psychological Services (CAPS) ......................... 805-437-2088
CI Crisis Advocate (CA) .................................................. 805-796-4844
aolson@thecoalition.org
Student Health Services (SHS) ........................................... 805-437-8828

Local Community Assistance
Ventura County Sheriff .................................................... 805-388-5100
The Coalition 24-hour crisis line ....................................... 805-620-4676
Interface ........................................................................... 2-1-1
St. John’s Pleasant Valley Hospital (Camarillo location) ........ 805-389-5600

Call The Coalition 24-hour crisis line at 805-620-4676 to initiate a free abbreviated exam for evidence collection without filing a police report. You will receive a Sexual Assault Forensic Exam (SAFE) by a forensic nurse and support throughout the exam process in a safe location.

1. If you have a complaint regarding how CI has responded to what happened, you may also contact the U.S. Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights at 1-800-377-8642 or OCR@ED.GOV

CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROCESS
The process will start with an investigation by law enforcement into what happened for possible violation of the California Penal Code. This could result in a restraining order or prosecution of the perpetrator and resulting punishment such as jail time if the perpetrator makes a plea settlement or is found guilty of a crime from the process.

REPORT TO TITLE IX COORDINATOR
This option allows you to seek University review of what happened without involvement of law enforcement if you have not already contacted them. You can seek campus-specific resolutions including a no contact order (only effective on CI’s campus and separate from a legal restraining order). Reports will be accepted for reviews in a matter how much time has passed.

EARLY RESOLUTION OF YOUR CONCERNS
The Title IX Coordinator will meet with you to explore whether your concern about what happened can be resolved without an investigation. If elected as an option, the University will work to facilitate early resolution where possible and appropriate under CSU Executive Order 095.

FORMAL INVESTIGATION OF WHAT HAPPENED UNDER CSU EXECUTIVE ORDER 095
It takes a review of what happened under formal investigatory procedures. Both you and the accused party will have equal opportunities to present your evidence of what occurred and the University will make a factual determination of whether the allegations are substantiated. If the accused party is found responsible for sexual misconduct, that party will be subject to University-based discipline.

KEY:
• Confidential Resources
• Reporting Processes

I DON’T KNOW WHAT I WANT TO DO BUT I DON’T WANT TO TALK ABOUT IT AT ALL

I AM STRUGGLING AND/OR FEELING UNSAFETY ON CAMPUS

I NEED TO TREATMENT FOR PHYSICAL INJURIES AND/OR OTHER MEDICAL CARE

I WANT RELATED MEDICAL EVIDENCE COLLECTED (I.E. RAPE KIT)

I WANT TO MAKE A REPORT TO AUTHORITIES ABOUT WHAT HAPPENED

1. The CI Crisis Advocate (CA) can assist you confidentially on or off campus and explain your legal options, provide personal counseling and emotional support, and go with you and/or help you access any other available resources on this page. The CA is a licensed professional who is familiar with CI’s specific sexual assault resources and review processes, but is not a University employee.

2. CI Student Health Services (SHS) can also facilitate referral to a local forensic nurse for you to obtain a Sexual Assault Forensic Exam (SAFE). Where physical signs of injury are observed by a treating physician that are suspected to be the result of sexual assault, the SHS must report the injury to law enforcement under California law.

3. If you have a complaint regarding how CI has responded to what happened, you may also contact the U.S. Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights at 1-800-377-8642 or OCR@ED.GOV.